DEAN OF WOMEN SPEAKS AT MOLITUR

Points Out the Advantage of College Education in Graduates

Miss Anna Klingeberg spoke before the graduating class of the Y. C. M. A. of the advantages of college education in graduates. Her address was received with applause.

"Standards of Success," she said, "depend upon the kind of work and on the way in which it is done. The difference between success and failure is the difference between different methods of doing the same work in different ways. The people who succeed are those who have been educated to do the work efficiently."

The University of Iowa has only recently been admitted in this association, as one of the requirements for admission is that the school have a director of the field work. Professor B. M. S. H. to the University is that the college has a set of women who are well trained.

UPSETS DOPE IN TRACK CONTEST

Work of Dutten, Nugent, Wysen and Grub Help Hawksyes to Grab Third in State Meet.

With track athletes enthused over the prospect of victory and fans reduced to the minimum, the third annual track meet in the twenty-fifth annual track meet Saturday at Drake stadium, pulled handily larger than any other track meet.

Among the best brokers for the Hawkeye athletes, Capt. Dutten, of Ia., showed up to the hounds the in the township. The session of the University of Iowa last week was

In the campaign yesterday (the between Northwest and Wisconsin) 5-3, Dutten was the chief cook of the team. In the second and third act of the campaign, Dutten was the only one of the members who was left.
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DE MOINES POSTER AGAINST PEACE IF IT RUINS DEMOCRACY

Oslo God the Greatest Democrat of the Universe in Vapers Address Sunday F. M.

"For the sake of the State," he said, "I urge all citizens to support the war."

This appeal for the State, he said, was made at the suggestion of the State of Iowa.
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UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
SEE INAUGURATION FILM
A most gratifying opportunity was given the moving pictures of President Loyd's inauguration yesterday by a picket number of Iowa professors and they pronounce them wholesome and worth the time and money of all Iowa students.

The pictures covered presidential addresses from Des Moines where they had been developed and loaded in

oyer. They will be shown at the biggest theater together with several rolls of military map line films taken at Camp Dodge and on the border last summer. The University band will furnish music for the season.

BAND PENSIONER DAY

The University band which was advertised for this evening has been postponed until May 31. This band will play a short concert and announcements for the inauguration and meet review moving pictures at the Highland theater and tomorrow.

Prof. Paul Peirce of the department of economics has been called to Chicago, Ill., on account of the illness of his father. Professor Peirce probably will not be back to take up his class work for the remainder of the year.

ECONOMICS STUDENT HIGHLY HONORED

Appointed to a Fellowship in the Training School of National City Bank of New York.

Judge E. Young of Creataon, a sophomore in the college of liberal arts, has arrived on the campus through Secretary Guy W. Aldrich. The expenditure for the post amounted to approximately five thousand dollars, and it is (name of) a student honor of four years' duration. If more than the required amount is pledged, that amount will be apportioned in the same ratio.

In spreading their work into the training camps and the army, the Y. M. C. A. is making one of its purposes to bring people to the fold of Christianity, the organization can do to encourage its ideals among the soldiers. Nearly one million young men of the country have been, or will be, drawn into military service almost at once. What the Y. M. C. A. can do toward lifting these young men out of the mire to lead them, Christian lives has been a question to the organizers of the army through the work stations upon the Mexican border. In a vast organization such as this is in the American army, conditions are not always the same, men are often led into ways that unless there is some moral influence, one of the results of the Young Men's Christian Association is in providing assistance, good, wholesome, sports, a place in the newspapers and periodicals of the day, and a deed with written materials where they may write a better home. Such an undertaking is certainly to be commended most highly.

The training of a force for a purpose of this kind should not be considered merely as the business of the Y. M. C. A. It is a thing of interest to the university, the state, and the nation as a whole, and every student should take pride in helping to support a work of such broad and universal influence. Every year the association will bring results and will help to make the conditions of the nation better on the map. Certainly this is an undertaking worthy of approval of all.

If Iowa can win more points at the next track meet, great athletes who are continued then she can truthfully report is still, that victory returns to the two sports that are so

Correct Graduation Clothes
Front, side and back views of our fashion number 295 "The Mid-"ble"

You may confidently look to us for authentic and exclusive patterns and the approved fashions. The materials are rich; the workmanship perfect; and we can fit and satify any woman who com-

JOSEPH SLAVATA
LOCAL DEALER

Local dealers for Ed. W. Price & Co. Merchant Tailors Chicago, U.S.A.
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Peggy Ayer, little daughter of Dr. and Mrs. P. C. Ayer, who has been ill as the result of having her tonsils removed is improving.

A PERFECT gentleman isn’t produced by a night’s study over an etching book. Same way with a perfect tobacco.

$25 isn’t too much.

JUST a word or so to the men who buy cheap clothes; that is low priced—$15 suits.

You’re the men who will profit most by wearing our Hart Schaffner & Marx suits at $20 or $25.

You’re the men who can best afford to pay the extra $5 or $10 to be better dressed. And the fact is, you’ll get more real service and value, better style, better fit, better wear from one of these $20 or $25 suits, than you get from of the cheaper kind. Because $15 clothes are not simply low priced; they’re “cheap” in all other ways.

Show an appreciation of real economy suits at $25.
FRESHMAN LIBERAL ARTS MIN

"Writers About Life in Officers' Camp in Minnesota.

"This is the most strenuous work I have ever put in," wrote Harry Shultz, a freshman liberal arts student, who is working in the reserve officers' training corps at Fort Snelling.

"The following program is observed: First call at 5:15 a.m. everyday: 6:30; get up; 6:45; going of quarters; 6:30; wash; 7:00; drill in close and extended order by squads; 8:30; examples work; 9:30; "bunks." 11:30; breakfast; 11:45; wash; 12:00; examples work. 12:15; forenoon and examination; 12:45 lunch; 1:15; wash; 1:30; forenoon examples work of rifle, skating and skiing exercises at 5:15; 6:30; examples work; 7:30, "bunks.""

"We are being fed very good "flom, plain but substantial. I never felt better in my life, and I believe I am several pounds to the good already."

"The scenery here is fine, the reserve officers being located on a plain formed by the junction of the Mississippi and Minnesota rivers. I have not had time to observe much scenery, however."

"HARRY M. SCHULTZ.

"Camp 19, Fort Snelling, Minn."

"PROFESSOR STEWART SELECTION" Prof. G. W. Stewart of the physical department, was selected by the government, upon the recommendation of the National Research Council, to undertake a special experimental work in physics. He will leave for Washington tonight and be gone for about two weeks.

"DIET IS IMPORTANT IN SAVING OF FOOD.

University Expert in Home Economics Points Out Ways Which Food May Be Conserved.

"Most can be drawn to the present call for greater economy in foodstuffs by selecting a diet which will exactly fill the needs of the individual, or of the family, according to Ruth Grant of the same economics department. Improving this economy in the use of foods makes the following recommendations:

- Foods from Two Sources.
- Carbohydrates are cheap because of the great variety of vegetables which we can use as an economy substitute.
- Fats are both animal and vegetable. Animal fats are more expensive, plant fats are less, and those from both sources interchangeable.
- Carbohydrates and fats can replace each other in the diet within limits.

The present necessity for economy brings to the subject of food economy more distinctly and urgently than ever before. In this, as in all other things, an intelligent economy should be practiced. Cities and smaller towns universal plus for supervised dispensation of food materials is put into practice, we can only be economical in the old sense of that, and that is to provide sufficient food containing and proper proportions of the various nutrients to maintain the body and provide for its activities at its greatest efficiency.

To some this would mean lowering amounts consumed and providing cheaper sources of the same nutrients to others it would make the continuation of present standards. And, to still others, this would necessitate increase in amounts and change in diet. At least and without have derived the following estimates of food requirements of a man of average size under various conditions of activity:

- Calories Requirement Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Level</th>
<th>Calories per Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light Manual</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Manual</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe Manual</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Calories can be obtained from the use of foods which we can use as an economy substitute.

"WHERE IS THE TIME?"

"Can You Find Yourself in the Picture?"

"When You Paint Up"

For exterior or interior decoration the standard is found in Bridgeport Wood Finishes.

"There is a special kind for every purpose. They make good wood look its best, and cheap wood looks better than its class. Prices are reasonable. Why use mere "paint"?

WHEN YOU BUY OF DUNLAP, YOU'RE SURE TO BUY THE DUNLAP WAY!"